Stochastic multicellular modeling of x-ray irradiation, DNA damage induction, DNA free-end misrejoining and cell death.
The repair or misrepair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) largely determines whether a cell will survive radiation insult or die. A new computational model of multicellular, track structure-based and pO2-dependent radiation-induced cell death was developed and used to investigate the contribution to cell killing by the mechanism of DNA free-end misrejoining for low-LET radiation. A simulated tumor of 1224 squamous cells was irradiated with 6 MV x-rays using the Monte Carlo toolkit Geant4 with low-energy Geant4-DNA physics and chemistry modules up to a uniform dose of 1 Gy. DNA damage including DSBs were simulated from ionizations, excitations and hydroxyl radical interactions along track segments through cell nuclei, with a higher cellular pO2 enhancing the conversion of DNA radicals to strand breaks. DNA free-ends produced by complex DSBs (cDSBs) were able to misrejoin and produce exchange-type chromosome aberrations, some of which were asymmetric and lethal. A sensitivity analysis was performed and conditions of full oxia and anoxia were simulated. The linear component of cell killing from misrejoining was consistently small compared to values in the literature for the linear component of cell killing for head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC). This indicated that misrejoinings involving DSBs from the same x-ray (including all associated secondary electrons) were rare and that other mechanisms (e.g. unrejoined ends) may be important. Ignoring the contribution by the indirect effect toward DNA damage caused the DSB yield to drop to a third of its original value and the cDSB yield to drop to a tenth of its original value. Track structure-based cell killing was simulated in all 135306 viable cells of a 1 mm3 hypoxic HNSCC tumor for a uniform dose of 1 Gy.